
Maker’s Tote by Noodlehead  

 

This carry-all tote is a modern spin on a classic doctor’s bag, designed with the on-the-go 

storage in mind.  Perfect for kids and adults alike, this tote will be sure to keep whatever you 

need close at hand and organized.  It has a secure top zipper, exterior zipper pocket and many 

interior storages (gusseted and slip pockets).  Two sizes are given in the instructions. 

 

Finished sizes:  Small -- 12” wide x 10” high x 6” deep 

    Large -- 16” wide x 13” high x 7½” deep 

 

Skill Level: Intermediate. Should be confident at sewing bias binding, previous bag making 

experience will be helpful. 

 

Materials Needed:  (from the back of the pattern) 

{ } = indicate requirements for small size tote 

Exterior Fabric 5/8 yard   {1/2 yard} 

Lining Fabric  1 ¼ yards   {1 yard} 

Pocket Fabric 1 ¼ yards   {1 yard} 

Accent Fabric ½ yard 

Fusible Woven Interfacing (SF101)    1 ½ yards 

Fusible Mid-weight Interfacing (Pellon 809)   1 yard  

Soft and Stable    ½ yard 

18” zipper for the top zipper in the large  {14” zipper for the top zipper in the small} 

10” zipper for large tote back   {7” zipper for small} 

 

Note:  You can use freezer paper to trace the corner rounding template on page 12  

instead of card stock or template plastic.   

 

Recommended Fabrics: Cotton Canvas, cotton/linen canvas, denim, twill, home dec or quilting 

cotton for exterior. Quilting cotton for lining and pockets. 

 

 

Supplies Needed for Day of Class:   

□ Sewing machine with appropriate thread, ¼” foot, zipper foot, edge (topstitch) foot, 

walking foot, and #14 or 16 Microtex needle or Denim needle.  

□ Pins, rotary cutter, rulers (6 ½” x 12” is a useful size), cutting mat for personal use  

□ Scissors and Thread snips  

□ Wonder clips  

□ Washout Marking pencils or pens; Frixion Pens or chalk to mark with  

□ Point Turner or Turning Tool 

□ Hot Hemmer 

□ Fabric Glue or School Glue Stick 

□ Lite Steam-A-Seam ¼” Fusible Tape 

□ Irons and Large Cutting Mats (provided by store)   

Review the pattern for any additional supplies and tools. 

 

This is an all-day class with a short break for lunch. Feel free to bring something to eat and drink 

while you work on your project. 



HOMEWORK…. To ensure you finish the Maker’s Tote on the day of the class, complete the 

following BEFORE arriving to class.  You will be hand sewing the binding to the bag after class. 

 

Read through the directions on the pattern to familiarize yourself with the information. As you 

cut each piece, make & pin labels to the fabric. 

 

Complete the following in advance: 

□ Cut out all the pieces using the cutting instructions as a guide.  It will be helpful to make 

and pin labels to the pieces. 

□ You will also be fusing in advance.  The fusing is throughout the pattern at various steps. 

□ You will also be completing as much pressing as possible.  

□ On page 3, fuse the woven interfacing (SF101) to the handles, to one slip pocket piece, 

one pleated pocket piece, one front pocket piece. 

□ On page 12, trace the corner template onto freezer paper (a 4-5” square).  I will model 

how to use and reuse the freezer paper template. 

□ On page 2, follow the directions for cutting out and making Bias Binding. 

□ On page 3, complete step 1 a and b to prepare the Main exterior piece.  Spray baste 

the layers together to hold while you baste. We will mark in class. 

□ On page 6, complete step 3a only to prepare the lining main piece. We will mark in class. 

□ On page 8, complete step 5a only to prepare the End Gussets.  (This completes all the 

fusing in advance!!) 

□ On page 9, step 6e, press the zipper binding pieces. 

□ On page 11, step 8, complete the parts a – c to make the handles. 

 

 

We will begin with Step 1 on page 3: Marking the Front Exterior.   

 

Bring the completed pieces (labeled), corner template, bias binding, zipper bindings, handles, 

extra fabric and stabilizers and pattern to class.   

 

 

 


